
PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT # 1 
of Jefferson County 

230 Chimacum Road 
Port Hadlock, WA 
July 16, 2008 

SPECIAL MEETING 
MINUTES 

CALL TO ORDER 
The Special Meeting of the Public Utility District No.1 of Jefferson County was called to 
order by the President of the Board of Commissioners at 1:07 p.m. p.m. at the 
Chimacum Grange, Rhody Drive, Chimacum, Washington. Commissioners and staff 
present were: 

Wayne G. King, President 
M. Kelly Hays, Vice-President 

Dana Roberts Secretary 
James Parker, District Manager 

Kate Pike, Brisa Services 

The purpose of the Special Meeting was for presentations by representatives of the 
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and for an update by Bob Schneider, D. Hittle & 
Associates (DHA), consultant to the PUD on the feasibility of providing electrical power. 

Bonneville Power Administration(BPA) 
Scott Coe, Western Power Business Area Manager, Shannon Green, Power Services 
Account Executive (AE), and Melanie Jackson, Transmission Account Executive 
delivered a general overview of the BPA, its generating and transmission systems and 
its services. 

Scott Coe first addressed the Board explaining that the BPA, a federal agency within the 
Department of Energy and with a service area over 300,000 square miles including 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and parts of Montana, was set up in 1937. Its principal 
customers are public utility districts, municipalities and electric cooperatives in the 
northwest, which are entitled to preference and priority in purchasing available federal 
power. Also, the BPA has some agreements with investor-owned utilities, direct-service 
industries and some customers in the southwest. 

Mr. Coe addressed some key legislation with relevance to a Public Utility District: 
1) the 1937 Bonneville Project Act, creating the BPA; 
2) the 1961 Columbia River Treaty, increasing water storage via new dams; 
3) the 1977 Department of Energy (USDOE) Organization Act, transferring the BPA 
from the Department of the Interior to USDOE; 
4) the 1980 Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and Conservation Act, assuring 
the Pacific Northwest has adequate power supply with permission to augment the 
system, provide benefits to residents and small farms under a "residential exchange" 
program, encourage conservation and renewable sources and protect and enhance fish 
and wildlife; and 
5) the 2005 National Energy Policy Act, increasing Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC) jurisdiction over the BPA for power and transmission sales and 
setting up a national Electric Reliability Organization (ERO), and North American 
Electric Reliability Council (NERC) to enforce standards. 

Mr. Coe then explained the financial structure of the BPA, its revenues, liabilities and 
service/rate categories, and what the BPA currently does to promote renewable 
generation and protect fish and wildlife. 

The Board held discussion and asked questions regarding BPA employees, JPUD's 
ability to contract with investor-owned utilities (1.0.U.'s) (e.g.: Puget Sound Energy 
(PSE), potential ability to partner with other public utility districts, and daily loads and 
capacities. 



For BPA to provide service to a public utility, Mr. Coe outlined some requirements. The 
utility must request service, meet standards for service and, in order to be considered 
an "existing" customer, sign a Regional Dialogue contract by December 1, 2008. 
Signing after that date would categorize the utility as a "new public", with service 
limitations. Some standards for service include being formed in accordance with state 
and federal laws; own a distribution system and be able to take power within a 
reasonable period of time; have the ability to pay for and purchase power in wholesale, 
commercial amounts; and have a general utility responsibility with adequate operations 
and infrastructure. 

Melanie Jackson (Transmission AE) detailed the Federal Columbia River Transmission 
system, displayed the northwest transmission grid, and described the BPA-developed 
transmission infrastructure program and projects. 

The Bonneville Power Administration owns and operates 75 per cent of the northwest's 
high voltage electrical transmission system, with more than 15,000 miles of line, more 
than 200 substations, and 300,00 square miles of sub-transmission network. Operating 
under an Open Access Transmission Tariff, BPA's system conveys a peak load of about 
30,000 megawatts (MW), generating about $650 million a year. 

The BPA developed a transmission infrastructure program in 2001 which modernized 
the nation's largest direct current terminal, with an over-$1 billion investment, and 
continues pursuing its goal of maintaining reliable transmission service and integrating 
renewable (i.e. wind) resources into its power supply. 

Public Comment 

Phil Otness  asked about BPA transmission charges for Tier 1 and Tier 2 power. 
Scott Coe answered that there is currently no Tier 1 rate; although the structure is in 
place, power delivery does not begin until fiscal year 2012 and will depend on the 
market and load obligations which determine actual Tier 1 rates. Tier 2 rates will 
depend on how a utility chooses to purchase. 

Chris Hollinshead  asked about detailed procedures to get in line for power. 
Coe answered that, if there is an affirmative vote in the November election to authorize 
provision of power by JPUD, there would be an interface with a BPA-AE and BPA 
attorneys would outline very detailed steps. 
Melanie Jackson commented that, once there is a long-term commitment to purchase 
specific amounts, the transmission acts (how to become a customer, different services 
needed) would occur. 

Jerry Spieckerman  questioned what would happen if a contract were signed after the 
December 1, 2008 date. 
Coe answered that first, for a new utility having provided no prior service, service would 
be gotten at up to 50 megawatts per rate period (and a 250 megawatt commitment), so 
the farther out the requested service is, the more likelihood of another requester getting 
ahead in the "line". Second, for an existing utility not signing by December 1, it is 
actually worse, with no "Plan B" in place. This is partly because BPA's Regional 
Dialogue policy is under review by the Office of Management and Budget and the 
Department of Energy, whose personnel may change after the upcoming General 
Election. 

James Fritz wondered about the possibility of signing without any prior agreement with 
Puget Sound Energy. 

Judy Surber (City of Port Townsend)  clarified that the PUD is a current utility. When 
mentioning the 3-year advance notice for Tier 1, it was not stated that the utility must be 
operating and functional. She questioned the possibility of owning, yet contracting out 
for supply and maintenance. Scott's answer was that this is a "gray" area, which would 
be addressed by legal staff. 

Ken McMillen  asked what the advantage would be for a county to purchase power on its 



own. 
Coe then addressed "slice" customers, such as Snohomish PUD (SnoPUD), where the 
utility contracts for a percentage of what is produced by the BPA system in a given hour. 
SnoPUD manages that itself, buying and selling every hour to balance loads and 
resources (much like BPA) and are competitive. 

Bob Schneider (DHA) commented that it is also possible to contract out (i.e.TBA) for 
services, which is an advantage for a small utility. Also, there are a number of BPA 
policies that are public processes that are currently being considered: 1)Tier rate 
methodology; 2) Regional contract templates. He asked the BPA representatives for 
timelines. 
Scott Coe replied that, regarding tiered rate methodology, a rate-making process is in 
final draft and out for public comment on the administrative draft. Typically, by the time 
a draft is available, the process is done. Contract discussions are occurring, he said, 
every day between now and July 25, with written comment period closed. Also, state 
organizations (i.e.WPUDA), typically don't comment much. Most members are 
represented by the Public Power Council, Northwest Requirements Utilities and 
Washington Public Agency Group, which tend to comment. 

Bill Wise  asked for a comment on historic rate percentages on what's generated over 
the last 5 to 10 years. 
Coe replied that, while varying greatly, the average MW generated by the federal 
system is a little over 9,000 MW and the firm-load for the BPA requirement load 
obligations is about 6,800. Transmission also. 

Phil Otness  requested information on the size of Puget Sound Energy transmission to 
Jefferson County. 
Melanie replied that that information may have to come from PSE. 

Bob Schneider  asked about a contract value on the Oasis Site. 
Melanie replied that she is unsure if contractual obligations are on the Oasis Site. 

At 3:10 p.m. the Board took a brief break and re-opened the meeting at 3:25 p.m. for a 
discussion by Bob Schneider, DHA's project lead on the consultant's feasibility study. 
D. Hittle & Associates 

The Board President introduced Bob Schneider, DHA lead to the PUD on the feasibility 
of providing electrical power. 

Mr. Schneider wished to address three basic areas: 1) shared data and data requests; 
2) assuring a "meeting of minds" on report content; and 3) get guidance on two possible 
options. 

He addressed the Board and commented on a report generated by Utilipoint 
International, Inc. concerning the feasibility in Skagit County of its PUD providing power 
service. While the report took issue with DHA's assessment of that feasibility, Mr. 
Schneider reminded that the report covered a one-year period of study, as opposed to a 
10-year by DHA (as proposed for Jefferson and hoped will be the time period for any 
Jefferson study by Utilipoint). Looking at some initial numbers, Puget Sound Energy did 
report on line miles, distribution, number of customers, however, there are no hard facts 
on split of customers by class or on kilowatt hours by class where rates and revenues 
are different. It is anticipated that a data request for this and for the book value of 
assets, made after PSE releases its study, may answer. He also suggested a data 
request for PSE future rates which are hinted at in some February 2008 merger 
documents, where Morgan Stanley had forecast large earnings in the years 2007-2013 
of perhaps 15 to 18 per cent every other year which reflects growth in sales as well as 
rates. The WPUDA is expecting to specifically estimate PSE future rates. Hittle has 
also been collecting data on facilities (distribution poles, substations, transmission lines, 
etc) in Jefferson. 

The Washington State Department of Revenue has calculated that, for 2007 the market 
value of PSE facilities in Jefferson County, including all transmissions, substations, 



distribution facilities, is about $30 million. PSE would consider the figure low. Utilipoint 
would likely consider just distribution facilities (excluding transmission and substations) 
at about $44.5 million. Hittle would suggest a look at all PSE facilities in its share of 
Jefferson County. Although there are different methods of valuation, the general range 
is bounded by original cost, less depreciation (OCLD). Additionally, regarding 
depreciation, there are typically two schedules: accounting depreciation schedule, fixed 
by FERC and the IRS; and other methods for rate cases. Other valuation methods are 
income-based value or replacement costs new less depreciation. On the Jefferson 
analysis, it is the intent to focus on A)what is a negotiable amount, or B)what is 
determined by a court-of-law. 

In the Hittle analysis for Skagit, a 1.3 times net-worth value as a market value and 1.7 
times net-worth value were used, with Department of Revenue figures not far off. Hittle 
is proposing a similar process for Jefferson; however, it is quite certain that PSE and 
Utilipoint will not agree. 

Regarding the "meeting of the minds", Mr. Schneider wants it clear that the Hittle 
analysis is to be bounded by what they consider a non-optimistic side of a reasonable 
range, with an interest rate a bit higher or a bit higher market value. It is to be similar to 
the Skagit report; however, two options are to be offered (A & B) per contract, and a 
section on community economic impact. The PUD will need to select between options. 

There was discussion by the Board and Mr. Schneider on separating service areas and 
the condemnation process and non-economic impacts (benefits of local control, local 
community determination and security, responsiveness to outage restoration, 
community support and local employment). 

Regarding satisfaction of the Bonneville Power Administration requirement of having a 
distribution facility within one month of certification, there are ways to meet nearly all 
criteria by having a limited load. 

Public Comment 

Steve Hamm  requested information on low-income assistance in a community 
assessment. The reply was that it can be addressed. 

Bill Wise  asked about the viability of addressing only the option that includes eastern 
Jefferson County (without the City of Port Townsend) and was told that there is no 
savings in costs. 

There was some discussion by the Board and Mr. Schneider regarding alternative 
energy options, acquiring information on the BPA conservation program and process, 
and a section in the report of Frequently Asked Questions. 

Chris Hollinshead  asked about financing any acquisition. 
Bill Wise  noted that in the Skagit study, non-tax-exempt bonds for purchase was 
recommended and wondered why. 
The reply was that when Chicago was investigating municipalizing Commonwealth 
Edison, it was determined that, with certain exceptions, the acquisition by a municipal of 
an existing electric utility cannot be funded with tax-exempt bonds. Much would depend 
on advice of bond counsel. 

Judy Surber  commented that the City of Port Townsend does support the scope of 
study as written and is happy to supply any needed data to the consultant. Also, the 
City's Alternative Electric Management Committee has collected information, some from 
PSE on rate comparisons, and has created a list of possible community benefits. She 
also supports any phasing and partnership options to get through the first years. 
Additionally, she questioned any redundancy of transmission lines by BPA and PSE. 
Mr. Schneider stated that the power coming into the County, with the exception of some 
toward Shine at the Hood Canal Bridge, is brought in by Bonneville. Any other 
transmissions lines are either the Clallam/contracted Puget lines or Puget's 115/230 
construction in the County. 
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Another Hittle proposal is to augment the BPA power supply section and discuss green 
and low carbon resources. 

Mr. Schneider requested the Board direct management to provide specifics and request 
Option A or Option B. 

Ken McMillen  asked for clarification of Options A & B. 
Option A is service to the entire PSE service area, including the City of Port Townsend. 
Option B is service to the entire PSE service area, excluding the City of Port Townsend. 

Steve Hamm  welcomed hearing clearly that the City of Port Townsend supported 
Option B. 

ADJOURNMENT 
There being no further business before the Board, the meeting was adjourned at 4:45 
p.m. 

Dana Roberts, Secretary 


